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The world isn't just changing faster today. It's more
complex, more ambiguous, and more unpredictable than
ever before. In the face of such uncertainty, leaders and
employees can feel like they are being dragged along by
an undertow that threatens their very survival. This leads
to feelings of chaos and confusion, not to mention high
levels of stress and burnout. It decreases individual and
team performance.

The most successful organizations approach change and
its uncertainty as a tool to help them create new
possibilities, rather than as an enemy threatening to take
them down. Leaders in these organizations recognize and
resist a "survive" approach and instead quickly seek
to create a "thrive" response in order to leap ahead of
thecompetition. Leaders who thrive in uncertainty are
entrepreneurial-minded and able to embrace change
and quickly pivot to new opportunities.

The power skill of change agility is even more essential
for employees in an organization given that change agile
employees feel less powerless, abandoned, or adrift in a
sea of uncertainty. They are less inclined to blame and
more willing to do what it takes to create positive change.
Equipping leaders, managers, and employees with
change agility skills, tools and strategies is a key
differentiator for successful organizations in the current
climate.

Change Agility

With our present challenges, learning to thrive in uncertainty and
create positive change is no longer optional. Learning to do this has
increased our productivity, while decreasing our reactivity and
negativity. It helped us find clarity and become confident, with radical
empathy - and increased our openness, our vulnera-bility, our energy
and focus.

Nanette Aguas, Head of HR, Unilab-International

https://twitter.com/thrivinglobal
https://www.instagram.com/thrivin_global/
https://web.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100083162077212
https://www.linkedin.com/company/80484523/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/@peopleacuity-theinterdepen2432/featured
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Self-Leadership Masterclass 

Strengths at work Masterclass

Growing your Self-Leadership Power Skills
Love your work - Ignite Performance 
and Energy 

Those who have mastered
Change Agility see benefits
like these in their lives:

Stronger growth mindset
willingness to learn/adapt

Heightened self awareness
and confidence

More solution-oriented
(less fear and blame)

Increased openness to
differences and possibilities
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